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 Schemas are a central concept in strategy and organization theory. Yet, despite the
 importance of schémas, little is known about how they emerge. Our in-depth historical
 analysis of how groups in the life insurance industry developed their schema for the
 computer from 1945-1975 addresses this gap. We identify three key processes—
 assimilation, deconstruction, and unitization—that collectively explain and resolve an
 inherent tension related to schema emergence: how to make the unfamiliar familiar
 but conceptually distinct. We also find that each process relates to analogical transfer,
 but in a more pluralistic and dynamic way than the existing literature describes.
 Broadly, these findings have important implications for organizational change and
 managerial cognition.
 A long-standing finding in strategy and organiza- ronmental changes and so help stimulate and shape
 tion theory is that managing environmental change action (Elsbach et al., 2005; Nadkarni & Narayanan,
 is difficult. Research suggests that it may not be an 2007). Traditionally, scholars have examined sche
 environmental change per se that creates difficul- mas for their impact (Schminke, Ambrose, & Noel,
 ties; instead, it may be executives' cognitive assess- 1997) and for their change (Elsbach et al., 2005) or
 ments of the change (Kaplan, 2008b). Environmen- structural attributes, such as size, complexity, or
 tal changes, such as technological innovations, focus (Dane, 2010; Nadkarni & Narayanan, 2007).
 make it challenging for organizations to effectively However, although organization scholars have con
 engage in coordinated action since the meaning of tinued to call for research that moves beyond un
 the innovations may be unclear (Kaplan & Tripsas, derstanding the content of cognitive concepts such
 2008; Tripas & Gavetti, 2000). as schémas (Gavetti, Levinthal, & Rivkin, 2005), ex
 Research suggests that schémas are central to the plicit research on how schémas emerge is limited,
 ways organization members deal with these cogni- Existing organizational and psychology studies
 tive challenges. Schemas are defined as knowledge provide some insight into the question of how sche
 structures that contain categories of information mas come to exist. The innovation literature in
 and relationships among them (Dane, 2010; DiMag- organization studies states that innovations are as
 gio, 1997; Elsbach, Barr & Hargadon, 2005; Fiske & sessed by applying existing cognitive constructs of
 Dyer, 1985; Gick & Holyoak, 1983). Schemas are a preceding technology, often by invoking analo
 important because they help give meaning to envi- gies (Bennej. & TripgaSj 2Q12; clark> 1985; Harga_
 don & Douglas, 2001; Rindova & Petkova, 2007).
 Authors are listed alphabetically. We appreciate the Work in psychology more explicitly explains how
 generous support of the Kenan-Flagler Business School analogical transfer can help create new schémas by
 at UNC and the University of Chicago Booth School of mapping categories and relations from an exist
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 The purpose of this study is to address this gap.
 Specifically, we ask, How does a new collective
 schema emerge over time? Addressing this ques
 tion is important as it enhances understanding of
 how cognition influences organizational behavior.
 Through content analysis, we empirically study how,
 from 1945 through 1975, groups in the life insurance
 industry developed a new schema for what came to
 be known as "the business computer."
 A central contribution of this study is an emer
 gent theoretical framework for schema emergence.
 We identify three processes and develop proposi
 tions about their effect. First, schema emergence
 begins with assimilation. We find that insurance
 groups faced two distinct analogies for the com
 puter schema but assimilated the familiar one
 much more than the novel one. High assimilation
 of the familiar analogy with the existing schema
 helped the new technology gain traction; however,
 low assimilation of the novel analogy made inno
 vative aspects of computers less salient. Decon
 struction is a second key process that facilitates
 differentiating an assimilated schema to help create
 a new schema. As insurance firms continued to use
 the new computer technology, the categories and
 relations of the familiar analogy became more gen
 eral and less valid, whereas the categories and re
 lations of the marginal, novel analogy became more
 specific and more valid. Finally, we find support
 for unitization as a process related to solidifying
 the new schema. Data reveal that categories and
 relations related to the novel analogy increasingly
 connected to each other so that they became a con
 ceptually distinct stand-alone cognitive unit.
 More broadly, our study contributes to research
 on organizational change by resolving a conun
 drum related to the process of emergence—how to
 manage the simultaneous existence of two incon
 sistent states, familiarity and novelty. Our study
 also contributes to research on managerial cogni
 tion by uncovering a pluralistic view of analogies
 that develops a more dynamic view that is relevant
 at collective (versus individual) levels of analysis
 and that underscores not only the number of anal
 ogies, but also their nature and ongoing interplay.
 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
 As scholars become increasingly interested in
 innovation and change, they have begun to charac
 terize the cognitive concepts that influence how
 market participants interpret their environment.
 This research often highlights schémas, defined as
 representations of the categories associated with a
 concept as well as their relations (Dane, 2010; Har
 gadon & Fanelli, 2002). As such, schémas act as
cognitive framework  that simplify information
 processing (DiM ggio, 1997). They enable firm
 leaders to interpret th ir environment and so pro
 mote efficiency as ongoing activities are cast into
 relatively stable patterns (Misaneyi, Weaver, &
 Elms, 2008).1
 Existing research in organizational studies ad
 dresses several k y issues related to schémas, such
 as their structure, use, or change. For example,
 some studies focus on complexity (Eden & Shani,
 1982; Nadkarni & Naray nan, 2007). Complexity
 refers to both the number of distinct categories in a
 schema as well as the degree of connectedness (i.e.,
number of relations) among those categories
 (Walsh, 1995). Theorists have argued that complex
 schém s allow organization members to accommo
 date a greater variety of distinct strategy soluti ns
 in decision making (Nadkarni & Narayanan, 2007).
 Other studies have focused on schema change.
 They suggest that with the accumulation of experi
 ence and understanding, a given schema will be
 come more stable because the categories and r la
 tions comprising schémas become harder to change
 (Dane, 2010; Fiske & Taylor, 1984). Yet, although
 this research has been explicit about the definitions
 of schémas, as well as about their structure, use,
 change, and relevance, it has been far less explicit
 about schema emergence.
 Although organizational studies have not di
 rectly addressed schema emergence, they have fo
 cused on the challenges of recognizing something
 new. Radical innovations are difficult to under
 stand because they introduce new categories and
 relations that are not present in existing schémas
 (Rindova & Petkova, 2007). To overcome this in
 congruity, existing schémas are often invoked to
 define and give meaning to innovations. Thus,
 Clark (1985) observed that initially the radically
 1 The schema concept is related to a variety of cogni
 tive concepts, including frames, industry recipes, catego
 ries, knowledge structures, dominant logics, and inter
 pretive schemes. Importantly, many of these concepts
 also share definitional underpinnings with the schema
 concept. For example, several scholars use the term
 "frame" (Benford & Snow, 2000; Kaplan, 2008b; Kaplan &
 Tripsas, 2008), which relies on and explicitly references
 Goffman's original conceptualization of frames as "sche
 mata of interpretation" (1974: 21). Other organizational
 scholars focus on interpretive schemes, which are de
 fined as "cognitive schemata that map experience of the
 world" (Bartunek, 1984: 355), or on "knowledge struc
 tures," a term used interchangeably with schema (Walsh,
 1995: 285). Thus, we focus on the schema concept not
 only because it is central in the organizations literature
 but also since other frequently invoked cognitive con
 cepts share conceptual underpinnings with it.
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 new automobile was described as a "horseless car- Second, the nature of analogies differs greatly at
 riage." Organizational research often invokes anal- the organizational level. Most studies in psychol
 ogies as a cognitive mechanism to interpret the ogy have shown that individuals usually draw on
 new, such as new products (Hargadon & Sutton, one analogy at a time to generate a new schema (for
 1997; Rindova & Petkova, 2007), new strategies an exception, see Loewenstein and Gentner [2005]).
 (Gavetti et al., 2005), new problems (Schon, 1993), Serial processing of analogies takes place, wherein
 and new institutional designs (Etzion & Ferraro, each is not in direct competition with another (Gick
 2010). However, although these empirical studies & Holyoak, 1983). By contrast, in organizations in
 provide much understanding about the value of dividuals may face multiple competing analogies
 analogical transfer in recognizing and processing that must be processed simultaneously, not seri
 the new, they do not directly address how analo- ally. These analogies may be of varying familiarity
 gies influence schema emergence. some less novel and some more novel thereby
 Fortunately, research in psychology provides making it less clear which analogies might be ad
 some insight about how analogies can contribute to opted and why. Together, these points suggest that
 developing a new schema. This work defines anal- existing psychological theory for schema emergence
 ogies in terms of mapping the relations and/or cat- at individual level may be imprecise for por
 egories from an existing schema to a novel situation traying schema emergence at the collective level.
 (Gentner, 1983; Gick & Holyoak, 1983; Holyoak & Moreover, the nature of an organization compli
 Thagard). For example, Gentner and Markman cates understanding of how a collective (versus
 (1997) explained Kepler's use of an analogy from a individual) schema might emerge. On the one
 light schema to generate a planetary schema. The hannd' il seems likely that the number of potential
 light schema consisted of the categories "light" and relationships between categories might increase
 „ , . . „ . , I .. ". combmatorially with the number of new categories obiects, connected through the relation liiumi- ... . J . . °
 .. „ , .1 , i . . i r added over time by different users, thereby permit
 nation, whereas the planetary schema consisted of . , , J A ,, r -\frr
 „ i << i . „ .i ting a vast and unpredictable range of different
 the categories sun and planets, connected ° JL. , , A r A °
 xl_ , , .. „ .. ,, v , , , potential schema structures to emerge. On the other
 through the relation motion. Kepler s analogy £ , , . , , r . ,
 j .. . . . ' i , _ hand, having a large number of relations and cate
 drew attention to the similarity m the relations, . , - rr- • * i.
 , . , . , -il . r i i gones may be insufficient to guarantee schema
 implying that just as light illuminates farther ob- eme nce; of the relations or categories may
 jects more weakly, the sun moves planets farther be ^ releyant Qr salifmt Indcedi it be the
 away more weakly. Consequently, analogies can case ^ œrtain e nt categories and relations
 help create new schémas by introducing new cate- can inhibit schema formation by pushing out other
 gories and relations through this mapping process. imp0rtant categories and their relations. The exist
 Experimental evidence (Gick & Holyoak, 1983, ing organizational literature on categories provides
 Novick & Holyoak, 1991, Schustack & Anderson, some tentative support for these arguments. It high
 1979) and computational analysis (Winston, 1980) Ughts the importance of differentiating categories
 have shown support for the use of analogies to establish a distinct category (Hannan, Polos, &
 create new schémas. Carroll, 2007). Yet, because this work has focused
 Although linking analogies to the emergence of a on on[y one component of schémas, categories, and
 new individual-level schema is generally sup- overlooked relations among categories and analo
 ported in psychology, unresolved issues remain re- gies, it is not clear if what happens at the category
 garding how a collective-level schema emerges. ievei happens at the schema level.
 First, schema emergence in organizations is likely Finally, analogical transfer alone is insufficient
 more complicated and dynamic than psychology to explain the schema emergence process. Analog
 theory suggests. Psychology studies on schema iCal transfer helps explain the initial recognition
 emergence generally have focused on lab studies in and processing of new schémas through the appli
 which individuals face clear, concise and concrete cation of existing schémas, yet it does not explain
 analogs that directly map to target problems (Gick & how these new schémas then become differentiated
 Holyoak, 1983). Decision makers in organizations from the existing schémas. In fact, the existing
 rarely face such clear-cut situations and solutions. schémas may come to dominate the new ones (Rin
 Moreover, for a schema to emerge through analog- dova & Petkova, 2007), preventing the new from
 ical transfer, many subjects require an explicit hint developing into distinct cognitive units. Overall,
 to help them realize the correspondence between although the existing literature suggests that the
 the elements of a source analog and those of a target development of a new schema involves the identi
 (Novick & Holyoak, 1991). It is hard to imagine fication of new categories and relations, there is
 such hints could be provided in an organization. little in-depth understanding about how the new
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 schema becomes distinct and persists as an inde
 pendent cognitive structure. In this study, we seek
 to provide a more complete account of schema
 emergence.
 DATA AND METHODS
 Given the general lack of research on schema
 emergence, we combined theory elaboration (Lee,
 1999) and theory generation (Eisenhardt, 1989) in
 our analysis. Thus, we were aware of the existing
 literature on schémas and examined data for the
 relevant constructs, including categories and rela
 tions among categories. But we also looked for un
 expected types of processes by which those catego
 ries and relations developed over time and became
 institutionalized as a new schema.
 Case Selection and Data Sources
 We examined how groups in the life insurance
 industry developed a new schema to interpret what
 became know as business computers from 1945 to
 1975. Today, the term "business computers" indi
 cates the technology used to process and manage
 mainstream corporate transactions (as opposed to
 computational computers, which were originally
 used in the military). Individuals in the insurance
 industry used business computers to process and
 issue new applications and to manage premium
 payments (Yates, 2005). As a radical new technol
 ogy, computers did not exist in a previous schema
 and offer an opportunity to examine how a new
 schema gets developed.
 We focused on the insurance industry for several
 reasons. First, as Yates (2005) noted, insurance was
 one of the first and largest industries to use com
 puters. To provide an understanding of the general
 commercialization of computers, we must compre
 hend how those in the insurance industry inter
 preted it. Second, the large financial and organiza
 tional commitment to purchase computers left a
 rich archival record of public discussion. Last, the
 discourse about computers concentrated among
 certain occupational groups and trade associations
 (Yates, 2005): the Society of Actuaries (SOA), Life
 Office Management Association (LOMA), and In
 surance Accountant and Statistical Association
 (IASA). SOA is the main professional society for
 actuaries. LOMA and IASA focus on general issues
 related to insurance, and in particular, the use of
 office technology, and had representatives from ac
 counting, administration, and systems work. Thus,
 the collective schema represents what these key
 insurance groups used to evaluate the new technol
 ogy and allows us to analyze changes within it.
 Consequ ntly, our arch val efforts focused on the
 proceed ngs of these three associations. These as
 sociations created committees to investigate com
 puters, held conferences, and in SOA's case, dis
 tributed an influential report on computers before
 their commercial release. The proceedings also in
 cluded detailed discussions regarding use or
 planned use of computers. In many cases, the dis
 cussions provide detailed procedures as to how
systems worked, purchasing and evaluating com
 puters, and other important topics such as organi
 zational and career concerns of computer-related
 professionals. We collected a total of 399 articles,
 reports, and books from the period 1945-75.2 Our
 collection includes information available in 1945,
 which provides a sense of the existing schema for
 earlier office technologies and initial interpreta
 tions of what came to be known as "the computer"
 before it was actually used. Although the schema
 continues to evolve today, we finish our collection
 period in the mid 1970s because by 1975 the com
puter schema had fully emerged as an independent
 knowledge structure.
 Coding Methodology
 We take written discourse to represent cognitive
 schémas (Barr, Stimpert, & Huff, 1992; Tsoukas,
 2009). Methodologically, we utilized primary re
 ports to identify and measure changes in the col
 lective schema. Defining schémas in terms of their
 categories and relations entails identifying the var
 ious categories and how they are related within
 each text. Grammatically, we interpreted nouns as
 categories and verbs as relations, which required
 capturing all of the nouns in a text as well as the
 verbs and the nouns to which the verbs connected.
 Since we were interested in relational structure
 as w ll as categories, we adopted Carley's (1993,
 1997) cognitive mapping approach to measure cog
 nitive schémas. Cognitive mapping is a form of
 content analysis that involves processing sentences
 in a text to isolate categories and their relational
 structure. We scanned each original document and
 used optical character recognition (OCR) technol
 ogy to convert the images to text files.3 We used
 2 As noted, the SOA developed important early docu
 ments, such as a report on computers, which we include
 in our study. But because since we were interested in
 business computers, and actuaries also worked on com
 putational computers, the bulk of the articles throughout
 this time period come from IASA and to a lesser extent
 LOMA. Actuaries were well-represented presenters at
 the IASA and LOMA meetings.
 3 Eleven documents could not be scanned or yielded
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 Carley and colleagues' Automap software to iden
 tify the instances of all the words and their parts of
 speech. Given our interest in schémas, we focused
 on the verbs and nouns in our texts. An important
 part of this process involves considering which
 nouns and verbs to capture (Carley, 1993). We fo
 cused on nouns and verbs that denoted what came
 to be known as computers and their operations,
 choosing to exclude extraneous information intro
 ducing the topic or describing a company. We pro
 cessed the nouns and verbs separately so the iden
 tified categories were not dependent upon the
 relational structure. Although the software was ca
 pable of mapping the full relations, we found the
 texts written in a style that made it difficult to
 accurately capture relationships in an automated
 fashion. Therefore, with the generated list of nouns
 and verbs, we read through each piece of text to
 capture what categories each verb connected.
 To get a sense of the process, consider the fol
 lowing statement from an article presented at an
 association meeting: "The cards are then mechani
 cally calculated and punched with the unpaid
 number of weeks and the unpaid portion of the first
 year's premium and commission to be withdrawn"
 (Beebe, 1947: 191). Under our procedure, the cate
 gories include the nouns "cards," "unpaid number
 of weeks and portion of the premium," and "the
 unpaid number of weeks and portion of the com
 mission." The relations include the verbs "calcu
 late" and "punch." The full relational statements
 connect "card" with each of the two data elements.
 We coded each verb in its present tense, simple
 form. For example, "calculated" was coded as "cal
 culate." Nouns, however, were captured exactly as
 represented in a text to indicate any changes to
 them over time, which served to identify new emer
 gent concepts. We debated two primary ways to
 code frequency—indicating each occurrence or ab
 sence in a text (Carley, 1993). Since many of these
 texts were procedural, they had multiple occur
 rences of the same categories and relations. Conse
 quently, we only identified whether a category or
 relation was present in a text. We completed this
 procedure for each text for each year, generating
 4,330 unique categories and 451 unique relational
 verbs.4
 The collective schema for each year represents
 he aggregate of the texts. Appendixes A and B
 summarize the mo t frequently occurring catego
 ries (Appendix A) and relations ( ppendix B) for
 the collectiv  computer schema from 1947 (corre
 sponding to the first discussion of computers) to
 1975. To avoid the idiosyncrasies of year-to-year
 fluctuation in the level of discourse, we collapse
 the initial discussions of computers prior to com
 mercial release for the insurance industry in 1954
 together (1947-54) and then group them by three
 year increments. Each cell represents the total
 number of articles that used a particular category or
 relation. These frequency counts show how certain
 categories and relations became more or less prev
 alent over time and so help us to assess schema
 emergence. Finally, it should be noted that
 throughout our narration we try to use the terms
 used at the time but often use the term "computer."
 By "computer" we mean "business computer." The
 use of the term is not intended to reify computers.
 Although Appendix A shows how the term "com
 puter" was indeed used frequently early on, it was
 not so much the term "computer" as it was its
 relations with other terms that helped develop and
 change its meaning.
 Following Kaplan and Tripsas's (2008) call for
 more historical work within the cognitive pro
 cesses of technological change, we also extend Car
 ley's (1997) content analysis method by consider
 ing the historical context and the actual use of
 computers. Our analysis of the association materi
 als reveals the importance of technological changes
 in computers, how the insurance industry used
 them, and broader trends about computer technol
 ogy, such as the development of management in
 formation systems (MIS) in the late 1960s and
 1970s. Therefore, we supplement our analysis of
 association proceedings with historical analysis of
 technological changes, research on the life insur
 ance industry's uses of computers (Yates, 2005),
 and the general history of these broader movements
 (Haigh, 2001).
 HISTORICAL CONTEXT
 Life insurance firms provide policy holders cov
 erage against potential loss in exchange for premi
 ums. Beyond the actuarial and investment analysis,
 OCR results too poor in quality to use. For these cases, we
 did not use the Automap software but coded category
 and relational structure by reading through the texts.
 4 The number of categories is high because we coded
 categories at the lowest level of analysis—that is, exactly
 how the terms were presented (e.g., IBM_650 or
 IBM_650_digital_computer). The number of relations is
 lower because we focused only on relational verbs that
 connected categories. Given the subjectivity of this pro
 cess, we randomly selected ten articles and had two
graduate students not associated with the project code
 each. Ninety-two percent of the categories, relations, and
 relational connections of one coder were included in our
 coding collection, and 88 percent of the other coder's.
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 much of the work in insurance firms is routine and ation into an existing schema. Scholars have argued
 clerical: preparing and processing policy records, that making related analogies between past techno
 determining premiums paid, dividends, and agent logical solutions and a new technology helps in
 commissions, notifying policy holders about and this assimilation process because it increases the
 collecting premium payments, and carrying out ac- recognition and ultimately the legitimization of the
 companying accounting procedures to record these new technology (Hargadon & Sutton, 1997; Rin
 transactions (Adams, 1946). Historically, insurance dova & Petkova, 2007). Our data, however, reveal
 firms invested heavily in clerical workers and tech- that although analogies help initiate the recogni
 nology to efficiently manage these policy and ac- tion process, they can have negative effects on
 counting processes (Yates, 1989). By the 1940s, the schema emergence by pushing the categories and
 technology included a combination of business ma- relations that capture what is truly unique about
 chines—tabulating machines, sorters, verifiers, cal- the new technology into the periphery of the
 culators, and addressing machines—to sort and cal- schema. Specifically, we found that prior to the
 culate information represented as punched holes in adoption of computers in 1954, individuals in in
 cards, called 'punch cards. These punch cards surance companies faced two distinct analogies for
 became the record on which policy and accounting the new technology: (1) "machine" and (2) "brain."
 information was stored. As IBM historians have They largely adopted the machine analogy by as
 noted, Insurance companies were among the larg- similating its categories and relations directly into
 est and most sophisticated business users of their existing schema for office machines. But this
 punched-card machines in the late 1940s and came at the cost of pushing out the analogy with the
 1950s (Bashe, Johnson, Palmer, & Pugh, 1986: human brain that emphasized the novelty and po
 <| rye "17 7^
 x//). tentiality of the new technology.
 During World War II, industries experienced a Methodologically, capturing this assimilation
 clerical labor shortage, exacerbated in the insur- g ires identifying the different analogies,
 ance business by a postwar life insurance boom the existi schema for cummt office technology,
 (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1955). As a result, the and how ^ ^ wag used tQ evaluate ^ analo_
 insurance industry became increasingly interested . v . , ,„nnC| , . , . , , . , . . . / .. . . . °.J gies. Yates s (2005) historical analysis reveals în
 m new technologies to aid in information process- c. v , , . ... ,
 _ . ? nl, surance firms began to seriously investigate and
 ing. One promising, radically new technology that ,°, . , , ? .
 ° i r .i i.i i publicly discuss what became known as business
 emerged from the war was what became known as r ; . ., .,
 . i i r . computers m the mid 1940s. The initial discourse
 computers. After the war, technology manufactur- . ,r, , . » x . .
 r , £ -lixi. j i included presentations at conferences from insur
 ers, in search of a commercial market, began devel- , r r . . ,
 i.i i i • . ance and computer manufacturers, commissioned
 opmg what became known as business computers, ,r , ,. . r . ,
 u- u i ■ ij-j . .• , , reports to study the application ot computers m the which no longer simply did computational work . \ , J . ri , , , . r
 but also managed business processes such as pro- and even boc*s on ithe sufb]ect' j
 cessing premiums. For the insurance industry in . Thef1fore' our mitial analJsl® focuLse? on th(;
 particular, the process of adopting this new tech- hfe these discussions started through the initial
 nology involved developing interpretations of what adoption, the period 1945-54. We identified 67
 computers were-that is, a collective schema that texts' 41 addressing existing office technologies,
 captured an understanding about computers. such as tabulating machines, used to process insur
 Our historical analysis surfaced three distinct ance work. We used these 41 texts to develop the
 temporally phased processes shaping the insurance existing schema. The following passage describing
 firms' development of the computer schema: assim- Prudential s use of various tabulating machines to
 ilation, deconstruction, and unitization. Unexpect- prepare important documents illustrates the then
 edly, we found that each process related to analog- current thought about office technology:
 ical transfer, but in a more nuanced and dynamic
 way than what is described in the psychology lit- From approved new business applications, policy
 erature. In the following sections, we discuss each writf8 an^ beneficiary cards are key punched and
 process in our case and then generate propositions. venf\ed' T}e P0^ wrif§ cards ^ mechanically
 sorted and matched with master cards (by collator)
 to insure the accuracy of the age, kind, premium and
 THE ASSIMILATION PROCESS amount of insurance in each case. The policy writ
 ing and beneficiary cards are next mechanically
 The starting point of an emergence process is merged in policy number order and used to write
 cognitive recognition of a new object, in this case, the policies on a bill feed tabulator. After complet
 the computer. We call this recognition process as- ing the listing of the agents' register sheets, the new
 similation as it involves incorporating a new situ- business, reinstatement and life transfer cards are
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 reproduced to in-force file cards. (Beebe, 1947: as a machine that processes transactions through
 191-192) the use of such relations as "merge," "punch" and
 "motrli "
 From a schema perspective, this passage shows
 the focus on the categories of the punch cards as the anal°gies also varied in the level of assimi
 primary unit of information and the machine doing lation with the existing schema for office technol
 the work, and the transaction-oriented relations °8y- We measure the extent of assimilation by the
 through which these cards were processed, manip- degree to which the categories and relations of the
 ulated and calculated. analogy are the same as those of the existing
 The remaining 26 texts demonstrated two domi- schema. Higher levels of assimilation correspond to
 nant analogies for the new technology: one compar- sharing the same categories and relations. To assess
 ing the computer to a brain and the other to a the degree of assimilation, we identified the cate
 machine. Edmund Berkeley (see Yates [1997] on gories and relations for the existing brain schema
 Berkeley), an executive from Prudential who had and tbe machine analogies using the aforemen
 extensive interactions with computer manufactur- tioned coding procedure. This generated 334, 322,
 ers, discussed the computer as a "mechanical and 152 un^ue categories and 103, 83, and 77
 brain" and in 1949 developed the brain analogy in unique relations for the existing schema and the
 his popular book, Giant Brains. "Recently," he machine and brain analogies, respectively. Of the
 stated, "there has been a good deal of news about total categories in the preexisting schema, 35 per
 strange giant machines that can handle information cent overlapped with the categories in the machine
 with vast speed and skill. They calculate and they analogy, versus 12 percent for the brain analogy,
 reason.. .. These machines are similar to what a Likewise, of the total relations in the existing
 brain would be if it were made of hardware and schema' 50 Percent overlapped with those in the
 wire instead of flesh and nerves" (Berkeley, 1949: machine analogy, versus 26 percent for in the brain
 1). The brain analogy thus developed the interpre- analogy.
 tation of the computer as a machine that makes The, sharing of categories and relations is not a
 decisions through the use of such relations as complete measure of assimilation; however, it is
 "solve," "think," and "examine " possible that the shared categories and relations are
 Whereas Berkeley's brain analogy focused on the not P3* of the central schema of interest or are not
 new technology's ability to think and reason much very meaningful Table 1 addresses this issue by
 like a human, others in the industry developed a comparing which categories and relations associ
 different analogy. In 1952, the Society of Actuaries ated ™ith machinf or the brain, ^f10^ arer
 formed a Committee on New Recording Means and s,hared Wlth thf central categ°nes 311(1 relations of
 Computing Devices that issued a major and influ- thfe °xlfmS fhema" We define "cenJtral" in terms
 ential report, and both the IASA and LOMA hosted °,f the high-frequency categories and relations in
 panels at their conferences about potential use of the exiJstm8 schema" Table 1 sbo™s a concentration
 computers. Unlike Berkeley's work, these machine- ™nd categories such as "clerk, punch card,
 centered reports characterized computers as an tabulator, and machine. The relations
 electronic version of existing technology, often us- between thef categories centered on creating or
 ing the analogy "information processing machine" inputting information on cards through the action
 or "data processing machine" to describe the new °f 3 PunCh' „ Pressing punch cards ( sort,
 technology. The 1952 Society of Actuaries' report ,flle> „ matching ), and writing output
 stated: ( Pnnt' llst> Post
 Table 1 demonstrates the strong similarities be
 These new machines have been called computers tween the existin8 schema and the machine anal
 because they were developed primarily for mathe- °8y among these core categories and relations. Re
 matical work. It is a mistake, however, to think of lationally, the machine analogy focused on similar
 them today as purely computing machines capable kinds of transaction-oriented actions: entering in
 only of a large amount of arithmetic. In recent years, formation ("read," "punch in"), processing infor
 some very important improvements have converted mation ("sort"), and writing results ("write"). In
 them into machines capable of a wide variety of contrast, approximately 50 percent of the core cat
 operations. Nowadays we must think of them as egories and relations of the existing schema are not
 information processing machines with computing used with the brain analogy. The brain analogy
 representing just a part of their total capabilities. uses different categories and relations. Although (Davis, Barber, Fmelh, & Klem, 1952: 5) . ., ...6 ... ... , ,
 there are similarities with the existing schema and
 In contrast to the brain analogy, the machine the machine analogy, such as "data," "computer,"
 analogy developed the interpretation of a computer and "add," the brain analogy contains mainly new
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 TABLE 1
 Comparing Categories and Relations of the Existing
 Schema with the Analogies, 1945-54
 Schematic Preexisting Computer as Computer as
 Element Schema Machine Brain
 Category
 Machine 37 15 5
 Card 34 11 1
 Punch card 31 13 1
 Clerk 28 11 1
 Information 22 16 5
 Home office 21 7 0
 Policyholder 17 7 1
 Premium notice 17 2 1
 Policy 17 7 1
 Premium 16 4 0
 File 16 9 2
 Tabulator 16 4 0
 Addressograph 15 2 0
 Agent 15 3 0
 Collator 15 1 0
 Master card 15 3 0
 Total 15 1 0
 Notice 14 2 0
 Sorter 12 1 0
 Stub 12 2 0
 Relation
 Punch 33 2 0
 File 30 4 1
 Check 30 7 3
 Sort 27 8 1
 Prepare 26 4 0
 Reproduce 25 3 0
 List 18 0 1
 Pull 16 0 0
 Compare 15 4 2
 Write 14 4 4
 Post 14 4 0
 Verify 14 2 1
 Merge 13 4 0
 Run through 13 4 0
 Add 12 4 3
 Tabulate 12 2 0
 Calculate 12 5 2
 Match 11 3 0
 Enter 11 2 1
 Total articles 41 21 5
 Schematic  Preex sting  Computer as  Computer as
Element  Sc ema  Ma ine  Brain
Machine  37  15  5
Card  34  11  1
Punch card  31  3  1
Clerk  28  1  1
Information  22  16  5
Home ffice  21  7  0
Policyh lder  17  7  1
Premium notice 17 2  1
Policy  17  7  1
Premium  16  4  0
File  16  9  2
Tabulator  16  4  0
Addressograph  15  2  0
Agent  15  3  0
Collator  15  1  0
Master card  15  3  0
Total  15  1  0
Notice  14  2  0
Sorter  12  1  0
Stub  12  2  0
Punch  33  2  0
File  30  4  1
Check  30  7  3
Sort  27  8  1
Prepare  26  4  0
Reproduce  25  3  0
List  18  0  1
Pull  16  0  0
Compare  15  4  2
Write  14  4  4
Post  14  4  0
Verify  14  2  1
Merge  13  4  0
Run through  13  4  0
Add 12  4  3
Tabulate  12  2  0
Calculate  12  5  2
Match  11  3  0
Enter  11 2  1
Total ar icles  41  21  5
 categories and relations associated with decision
 making: categories, such as "problem" and "opera
 tion," and relations, such as "solve," "examine,"
 and "think." Hence, data show that the machine
 analogy was well assimilated, but the brain analogy
 was not.
 The insurance industry quickly converged on the
 machine analogy and largely characterized com
 puters as such. Of the 26 texts that discussed com
 puters from 1947 to 1954, 21 used the machine
 analogy. Many rejected the brain analogy outright.
 E. F. Cooley of Prudential Life argued this: "I might
 use the term 'giant brains' to tie in my subject with
 the more or less popular literature on this subject.
 But I hate to use that term since there are false
 implications in it, implications that these machines
 can think, reason and arrive at logical conclusions,
 and I don't agree that this is true" (Cooley, 1953:
 355). Computer manufacturers also emphasized the
 machine analogy in the 32 texts presented within
 these associations during this time period. IBM
 even adopted the label "electronic data processing
 machine" to describe a computer, which quickly
 became common nomenclature.
 When insurance firms started purchasing com
 puters in 1954, they began using them in a way that
 was consistent with the transaction and machine
 view. A series of surveys conducted by the Control
 lership Foundation in 1954-57 revealed life insur
 ance firms converted existing office applications,
 such as premium billing and accounting, to com
 puters, rather than create new decision-oriented
 business processes. Yates (2005) also noted how
 this incremental, machine-like use of computers
 persisted throughout the 1950s into the 1960s.
 A key question is how assimilation of analogies
 relates to schema emergence. Empirical research
 suggests the use of analogies is especially likely
 when the new is sufficiently different and challeng
 ing (Gick & Holyoak, 1983), as it is in the case of
 introduction of a new technology such as comput
 ers. Specifically, analogies help assimilate the un
 familiar by mapping categories and relations to ex
 isting schémas (Gentner, 1983; Gick & Holyoak,
 1983; Holyoak & Thagard, 1989). Although other
 studies have also noted how what is new may be
 assimilated into what is known (e.g., Clark, 1985),
 our study reveals how analogies are assimilated.
 These analogies vary in the level to which they are
 assimilated depending on how many categories
 and relations they share with an existing schema.
 The machine analogy was assimilated into the ex
 isting schema more than the brain analogy because
 it shared more of the core categories and relations
 of the existing schema.
 A related question is why high levels of assimi
 lation occur. From psychology, Gentner and Mark
 man (1997) argue that the degree of alignment be
 tween an existing schema and an analogy shapes
 the processing of the analogy. The higher the align
 ment, the more important and salient overlapping
 categories or relations become. In our empirical
 cont xt, the existing schema was well established
 and centered around categories and relations that
 aligned more with the machine analogy than the
 human-based categories and relations of the brain
 analogy. Indeed, insurance firms had been long
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 time users of tabulating machines and had devel
 oped common routines and uses for these machines
 (Yates, 2005). These common uses helped establish
 consensus around transaction-oriented relations
 and categories such as clerks, machines, and punch
 cards (see Table 1). Moreover, the machine analogy
 reflected a growing interest in office automation
 and gained increased legitimacy because the com
 mittees who were granted authority to learn about
 the new technology and report back to the broader
 associations also endorsed this interpretation.5 For
 example, as noted earlier, the influential SOA 1952
 report adopted the machine analogy. Overall,
 greater alignment between the existing schema and
 the machine analogy led to higher levels of assim
 ilation of the machine analogy.
 In summary, an implication of our analysis is
 that a familiar analogy helps an emergent schema
 initially gain traction at the cost of pushing aside
 the emerging schema's differentiating categories
 and relations. In this study, the more novel deci
 sion-making categories and relations linked with
 the brain analogy appeared less frequently (were
 less central) as the emerging schema focused more
 on the transaction-processing machine-like quali
 ties of the machine analogy. Collectively, these ob
 servations lead to our first proposition:
 Proposition 1. The more an analogy's catego
 ries and relations assimilate into an existing
 schema, the less central the novel categories
 and relations become in an emerging schema.
 THE DECONSTRUCTION PROCESS
 Although assimilation may be the starting point
 of schema emergence, it presents a challenge and
 tension for ongoing schema development. Al
 though the machine analogy facilitated familiarity
 with the existing schema, for a new schema to
 emerge it needs to be seen as conceptually distinct.
 So, how does this differentiation happen? One pos
 sibility would be the gradual development and ex
 tension of an existing schema. If this were the case
 in our study, we would expect to see persistence of
 the core machine-related categories and relations,
 identified in Table 1, along with the gradual addi
 tion of new categories and relations.
 In contrast, our data suggest a different pattern.
 Assimilation of the schema of computer as machine
 dominated for the first few y ars. But its focal cat
 egories and relations began to fade by the mid
 1960s. Interestingly, the shelved, less prevalent
 brain-related categories and relations of the late
 1950s resurfaced and developed markedly over
 time. Collectively, a new schema gained strength as
 he influence of the rejuvenated brain analogy over
 took the original machine analogy. We call this
 p ocess "deconstruction" to highlight the simulta
 neous breakdown of existing categories and rela
 tions and the creation of new ones.
 Deconstruction emerged as we tracked changes
 in the types of categories and relations within the
 schema. Figure 1 compares the frequency over time
of the categories for the initial schema, dominated
 by the machine analogy, with the final schema, in
 which the brain-related analogy played a greater
 role. Figure 2 makes the same comparison at the
 relational level. Figure 1 shows the initial machine
 related categories persisted into the 1960s but then
 began to fade in frequency throughout the 1960s
 and into the 1970s (see Appendix A for more detail
 on the categories that faded). Likewise, Figure 2
 shows that machine-related relations also began to
 fade in frequency over the same period of time (see
 Appendix B for more detail). In contrast, the brain
 related categories and relations in Figures 1 and 2
 increased in frequency. One could characterize Fig
 ures 1 and 2 as simple replacement, but this does
 not fully capture the subtle deconstructive changes
 occurring within the schémas during this time
 period.
 We assess the deconstruction process by pre
 cisely identifying changes in categories and rela
 tions. To get a better sense of the content of the
 brain schema, Table 2 shows the most frequent
 categories and relations prevalent at the end of the
 observation period and their frequencies in prior
 periods. Over time, the new categories and rela
 tions related to the brain analogy became more
 specific. From a category perspective, more de
 tailed categories that specifically identified brain
 like characteristics, such as "memory," "program,"
 or "instruction," replaced the initial, more general
 brain category. Whereas earlier, documents in our
 data set referred to "the computer" as a "brain" that
 "think[s]" and "reason[s]," the relational structure
 further developed to more concretely express how
 the new computer technology aided decision mak
 ing. Our data referred to how "the computer" and
 "systems" would "produce" and "prepare" "re
 port[s]" and "information" for "management" and
 other "users." Thus, the conception of computers
 shifted; they were no longer machines that pro
 5 Association with broader cultural themes alone
 does not explain the adoption of the machine analogy.
 The brain analogy was also associated with a broader
 cultural movement—cybernetics. Rather, it appears
 that significant insurance-level effects edited these
 broader movements.
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 a To calculate the frequencies for the machine-like schema, we identified all categories within the schema during the initial period,
 1947-54, and calculated their frequency for each time period. For the brainlike schema, we identified all categories within the schema
 during the ending period, 1973—75 (see Table 2 for a detail of the more frequent categories), and calculated their frequency for each time
 period.
 duced an output, such as punch cards, for process- next 15 years after the introduction of the com
 ing transactions—they were "brains" that produced puter). Similarly, the detailed specification of cler
 and managed information for decision making. ical work was replaced by more general descrip
 While the decision-making aspects became more tions, such as "clerical operation" or "clerical
 specified, the categories and relations related to the work."
 machine analogy became more general. Initially, Why did this shift happen in the 1960s and not
 the texts stressing computers as machines detailed during the initial commercialization of computers
 the processes of clerks and operators interacting in the 1950s? Figures 1 and 2 indicate the decon
 with machines to process punch cards. This cate- struction process was not temporally abrupt, but
 gorical and relational detail helps explain the ini- developed throughout the 1960s, with a sharp in
 tial high frequency of terms such as "clerk," crease in brainlike terms by mid decade. Coincid
 "punch," and "punch card," as seen in Table 1. ing with this increase, reports began to surface of
 Appendixes A and B show that such terms de- management complaints about the ineffectiveness
 creased over time as insurance firms began to re- of computer use. One of the most cited was Mc
 place specific terms with broader concepts that Kinsey's report attributing poor returns on early
 captured the general process. For example, the in- computing investments to their use as "super ac
 dividual activities of punch card operations were counting machines." Criticism of this kind pro
 replaced with the single, more generic term "punch vided negative connotations of machine-like uses
 card system" (which had 1 occurrence in the first and further encouraged the desire for more brain
 period and increased to 12 occurrences over the like functions.
 — Machine-like
 schema
 - - Brainlike
 schema
 , 1 ! 1 1 1 1 1
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 1947-54 1955-57 1958-60 1961-63 1964-66 1967-69 1970-72 1973-75
 "To calculate the frequencies for the machine-like schema, we identified all the relations within the schema during the initial period,
 1947-54, and calculated their frequency for each time period. For the brainlike schema, we identified all the relations within the schema
 during the ending period, 1973-75 (see Table 2 for a detail of the more frequent relations), and calculated their frequency for each time
 period.
 From the technical perspective, computers prediction about the interplay between cognitive
 evolved in ways to better support decision-making structures and technology development,
 processes: solid state computers with disk drives The life insurance industry also learned through
 increased data storage and enabled random access their extended use of computers. One key area of
 of data (Ceruzzi, 1998), processing power increased learning was programming, as shown by the sub
 to support more real-time processing, and termi- stantial increase in the categories "program" and
 nals improved access (Chandler, 1997). The rise of "programmer" in Table 2. Originally, insurance
 categories such as "database" and "terminal," firms did not pay much attention to programming,
 shown in Table 2, reflected the commercial intro- In fact, the SO A report defined programming sim
 duction of these kinds of technology. At this time, ply through a comparison with the physical pro
 unlike in the late 1940s, insurance firms associated cess of wiring tabulating machines together (Davis
 these technological advancements with using com- et al., 1952). However, they discovered program
 puters to make more effective decisions by connect- ming was significantly more useful than antici
 ing these new categories through relations such as pated, which further deconstructed the current
 "store," "update," and "verify." These observations schema by introducing new categories and rela
 are consistent with Kaplan and Tripsas's (2008) tions. To illustrate, consider this description of pro
 I , j J [ J | j
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 TABLE 2
 History of Brainlike Categories and Relations
 Schematic Element 1947-54 1955-57 1958-60 1961-63 1964-66 1967-69 1970-72 1973-75
 Category
 Computer 15 11 28 32 23 31 28 25
 System 9 15 25 25 17 19 27 23
 Information 21 22 31 34 12 20 17 15
 User 000001 3 14
 Program 5 23 33 24 19 18 13 13
 Programmer 5 7 13 8 3 15 6 13
 Data 12 16 13 21 9 12 15 11
 Management 4 5 13 3 6 14 11 11
 Termi al 0000039 11
 Software 0000034 11
 Transaction 1 6 15 16 12 8 9 8
 Data processing 12740668
 ata base 0000037
 EDP 0 1 11 6 12 9 5 7
 Computer system 02558967
 ontrol 312 15 3337
 Relation
 Provide 0101 298 13
 Determine 5154116 11
 Update 0 3 13 10 7 7 9 10
 Prepare 4 14 13 14 8 8 12 9
 rocess 39 10 77599
 Check 10 23 18 13 4 7 9 8
 Produce 6 8 14 15 9 7 16 8
 Generate 000243 11 8
 Review 01002437
 Complete 01001217
 Calculate 7 17 18 10 7 3 10 6
 Handle 14 10 6 7 4 3 6 6
 Store 95986836
 Verify 35644626




 Make 111 513
 Operate 42220016
 Identify 00001216
 Total articles 26 36 60 54 38 50 49 45
 gramming, from a member of the insurance firm To summarize, although the machine analogy
 State Farm: "Electronic Data Processing equipment with its transaction-oriented categories and rela
 is a tool and not an electronic brain, or any other tions still persisted, it became noticeably weaker as
 kind of brain.... It is nothing more than a super- insurance firms expanded their understanding of
 speed 'moron' acting on detailed instructions. The the new technology. The conceptual focus of the
 programmers who direct its operations are the real schema actually expanded to include categories
 'brains'" (Marquardt, 1960: 255). Marquardt did not and relations from both the machine and brain
 completely abandon the classification of a com- analogies, until categories and relations related to
 puter as a piece of equipment but cast doubt on the the machine analogy became less frequent and cat
 machine analogy. Computers followed "detailed egories and relations related to the brain analogy
 instructions"; machines functioned mechanically. became more frequent.
 Moreover, Marquardt recognized a new kind of A key question is why deconstruction facilitates
 user, programmers, who interfaced with computers schema emergence. One reason is it separates a new
 differently than did the clerks who operated them. schema from an existing schema. Here, the desta
 26 Academy of Management Journal February
 bilization of the previously strong conceptual THE UNITIZATION PROCESS
 boundaries between categories and relations in the ., , . , > , . , .
 , , .j, , ; . , . , Although deconstruction boosted the invocation
 existing schema shitted to previously ignored cat- r , . . , ,
 . r, i , of novel categories and relations associated with
 egories (e.g., information] and relations (e.g., pro- , .. _,.j . . , .1
 0 . 0 , . . , . j 1 . - . ° , the bram analogy, it did not establish them as a new
 grammmg, decision making, and thinking) related , „ ° , , . , .
 f , . , T 0 1 . f. j. . t schema. Creation alone does not complete emer
 to the brain analogy. In general, this finding implies . . , , T j .
 , . j 0 . . 1 . j? 1 gence until it is proven to persist. In our data, we
 a more dynamic and process-oriented view of anal- . . , 1 . . c , , .. , r
 , 1 i . .. ,., , , , . , observe that the categories and relations borne of
 ogies than that in the existing literature by high- . , . 0 . , „„„„ . i1 j
 ,, . , , r i?. 1 ! . the deconstruction process m the 1960s established
 lighting the interplay of multiple analogies over , , , ,, , ...
 ° ° £. ,. J, t . , 1 . . themselves as a new schema through unitization in
 time. Our findings show multiple analogies not . „„„„ T-i TT n ^ j r , . t , . , . . f . ? J-J the 1970s. Like Hayes-Roth (1977), we define unit
 only exist, but also persist. The brain analogy did ... , J .
 . j. , i ization as the process through which a group of
 not disappear when the machine analogy became . , , .. . , . .0 ,
 j • * n j , .. , . categories and relations get connected in such a
 more dominant. Rather, it remained stationary but , , 0 , , ,
 iii j . T. , 1 ,1 i way that they are used as a stand-alone unit and no
 embedded in memory. It was rereleased through ^ , 1 -j.-ji
 p 1 ,, , , longer exist solely as individual components,
 the use of computers and as the conceptual map- J . . , . ,r .
 p .■. , . p ., j One way to measure unitization is by the concen
 pmg of computer to bram was more frequently and ,J . . , ,
 .1 5 1 . 1 rpi. . . . , tration of certain groupings of categories and rela
 cogently articulated. This is consistent with re- . . ^ ° c .
 , .1 . .r r . p .1 • , tions—the greater the concentration of certain
 search noting that if features of something novel . ? , . , , , , r . . . .
 ,, i , .j j . 0 , groupings, the higher the level of unitization. This (i.e., computer ) can be considered at a more ab- ? ,
 , . , f, . 1 . „ «j • • i • » is evident in Table 2, which shows an increasing
 stract level (e.g., thinking or decision making . . , , A ?
 p t x , . " 1 .1 concentration in categories and relations associated
 of computer), then what is novel (i.e., computer) . , . . 0 .
 u ,1 . 1 t 1. , , j , r . ,, with information processing to make management has the potential to be related to what on the sur- ... m . . , , 0 n , . 0 „
 p i i . r. . 1 r.. 1 r decisions. This includes such categories as sys face level might appear to be an unfit analog (e.g., „ _ . „ „ „ J „
 brain) (Chi, Feltovich, & Glaser, 1981). ten!' »formation, management program
 Besides suggesting that deconstruction happens, and relations such as provide, determine, and
 our study also reveals insight into the logic of W ?Pd?te; addl"°n ,0 h,8h concentrations,
 deconstruction happens. Although the logic of our interconnected terms suggest they function
 first finding, assimilation, relates to the familiar/ more strongly as a umt than individually. To assess
 novel nature of analogies, we find that the logic of connectedness we took a representative category of
 our second finding, deconstruction, relates to the the machine-related schema, machine, and a rep
 ,, .p. p , . j resentative category of the brain-related schema,
 general/specific nature of analogies. In our data, , „ , 5 J , . .
 making categories and relations more general ap- /ystem' and cou"ted the frequencies of the dif
 peared to weaken the power of the machine anal- fefnt «rtegories they each were connected with
 ogy since the removal of specific terms left only a l&wugh relations) for each time period Table 3
 few general terms of "machine," resulting in less shows these results, indicating that machine was
 fervor surrounding machine-like qualities. Making mitially weuH connected with other categories bu
 categories and relations more specific alternatively °ver time became less so. By contrast, system
 appeared to have the effect of strengthening the became increasingly connected oyer time. More
 brain analogy because the addition of more precise °ver> systemr became u8htlyafflliated ^lth. a
 terms added new discrete linkages to the analogy broad array of categories many associated with
 strengthening its relevance. Taken together, these defisi0n makfS' sucb as evaluation team cal
 observations lead to our next proposition: culatlon' and even decisionmaking itself.
 The increasing connectedness indicates a unit
 Proposition 2. Categories and relations are structure emerged around the categories and rela
 more likely to become deconstructed when tions associated with decision making, distinct
 they become more general and less specific. from the schema originally assimilated in the
 TABLE 3
 The Connectivity of "Machine" and "System"
 Representative Category 1947-54  1955-57  1958-60  1961-63  1964-66  1967-69  1970-72  1973-75
 Machine connectivity  209  36  14  8  0  4  3  2
 Machine articles  20  21  28  9  4  5  4  4
 System connectivity  1  2  0  10  28  11  64  54
 System articles  9  15  25  25  17  19  27  23
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 1950s. This process had the effect of simplifying from those in existing schémas and establishes
 the broader conceptual space exhibited during de- them as a holistic cognitive unit. Studies in human
 construction around fewer categories and relations perception find that ongoing experience with spe
 linking to the brain analogy. This may seem coun- cific configurations of cognitive components and
 terintuitive. After all, the deconstructed schema relations can result in the formation of a single
 was broad, with categories and relations that image-like representation (Goldstone, 2000). In line
 stressed the relevance of both machine and brain with this view, from the late 1960s into the early
 analogies. To illustrate this transition, reconsider 1970s, insurance firms began to invoke a consistent
 the introduction of database technology into the image of computers that integrated the novel cate
 schema. In 1975, Robert Shafto of New England gories (e.g., programmer, manager, information)
 Mutual Life Insurance described a database as "that and relations (e.g., decide, prepare, service) related
 set of data-fields related to the 'complete' perfor- to the original brain analogy. Our data show strong
 mance of all required transactions regardless of support for statements of brain-related categories
 how those data-fields are organized . . . but to truly connected to other categories through decision
 complete the performance, it must also include making relations.
 those needed to provide 'management informa- contrast, there is an accelerated disconnection
 tion'" (Shafto 1975- 251) between categories related to machines. This sug
 This new vision' of data residing in its own gests the process of unitization follows a pattern of
 "base," which was emphasized by the original form connectedness. Statements from users encom
 oftheterm "database,1" represented a shift in think- Passed a ^w "core" brain-related categories and
 ing about data as independent rather than tied to a relations used together This core became associ
 specific transaction that they supported. Data freed atfd Wlt* a conceptually distinct unit of knowl
 from transactions could now be used for a variety of ed§e> and thus a new scLhema befn to form- As,a
 purposes, including processing "management in- consequence, the machine analogy was slowly
 r .. „ t j j t ui o • j • * .I- , j • forced to the periphery as it began to have less formation. Indeed, Table 2 indicates this trend in ... 1 . 1 . . b , . ,
 ,, i , . j r significant meaning. This push to the periphery
 thought by showing the noticeable increased use of ® . r . ,r r
 , ° ,,, , ,, , „ . „ enabled the new schema to gam momentum as the
 uiö terms ci.ci.LcL DcLSG qiiq storG# . i i • pp i . • a i , i • a
 y* * , j , .-i -i ri . i , i T conceptual differences between it and the preexist
 Related to the growth of database technology, the , , , *.
 r .. . , . ... , . me schema became clearer. These observations
 MIS movement of the early 1970s also facilitated , , . c. , . ... TT i » r ■ lead to our final proposition:
 the unitization process. Howard Arner of American
 Bankers Life defined a MIS as "the orderly combi- Proposition 3. The more connected a group of
 nation of facts for management" (Arner, 1972: 15). categories and relations become, the stronger
 The use of a MIS was intended to leverage comput- they emerge as a stand-alone cognitive unit.
 ers as a means of processing information that sup
 ported managerial decisions. The historian Haigh
 (2001) noted that at a broad level, the MIS move
 DISCUSSION
 ment was closely tied to the systems workers' de- Schemas are a central concept in the strategy and
 sire to expand their jurisdictional control in organ- organizations literatures. They help establish in
 izations. Systems employees were responsible for dustry boundaries, foster relational capital, and
 business process design and forms control, and fortify competitive positioning. This study ad
 they authored many of the computer articles pub- dresses the emergence of collective schémas. Using
 lished in association proceedings and received sig- 30 years of in-depth qualitative and quantitative
 nificant attention in the insurance industry, such as data, we explore how groups in the insurance in
 the granting of individual sessions at the IASA dustry developed a collective schema for what
 proceedings in the early 1970s. Although MIS had came to be known as "the computer."
 limited success in terms of actually being imple
 mented (Haigh, 2001), it had a profound impact on
 unitizing the emerging computer schema within  Schema Emergence Process
 the insurance industry by perpetuating the con- A primary contribution is an emergent theoreti
 nectedness of the developing categories of informa- cal framework for how a collective schema emerges
 tion and manager/information user in decision- over time. First, schema emergence starts with as
 making relations. similation. We find that although firms face multi
 An important question is why the process of pie analogies to help them understand new tech
 unitization relates to schema emergence. Unitiza- nologies, they select the analogy that is most
 tion helps separate new categories and relations similar to prior technological solutions. However,
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 although prior literature suggests that assimilation "the computer"). Therefore, a key point is that a
 can be positive by legitimating what is new (Har- new schema may not emerge as a stand-alone cog
 gadon & Douglas, 2001), we find that similar anal- nitive unit until late in its developmental process,
 ogies can have negative consequences for schema Indeed, almost 20 years had passed since the com
 development because they make an existing mercial release of computers before categories and
 schema the conceptual focus, not the new catego- relations comprising the emergent computer
 ries and relations. Consequently, although assimi- schema were invoked in an all or none fashion,
 lation of a new schema into an existing schema
 helps make the unfamiliar familiar, it can nega- implications for Managerial Cognition
 tively impact the development of the new schema
 because the more novel aspects of a technology Broadly, our study contributes to the managerial
 (here, for example, programming and decision cognition literature by setting forth a pluralistic
 making) get pushed to the periphery. view of analogies. Much research on analogical
 Second, a new schema further develops through transfer forwards the argument that, facing a new
 deconstruction of existing schémas. Schemas are situation, individuals think back to some previous
 meant to provide simplified representations of the situation they know about and apply the lessons
 world that enable more efficient processing of com- from the previous situation to the new one (Gavetti
 plex information (Fiske & Taylor, 1984). They are et a^' 2005, Gick & Holyoak, 1983). This body of
 not useful if they do not accurately represent the research grants that individuals may have different
 world or filter out too much information. That is, a analogies but contains little discussion about how
 schema must be valid to a certain degree. However, different analogies might be reconciled, because its
 most research that invokes schémas does not di- assumption is that individuals process their own
 rectly address their validity (Walsh, 1995). Our analoSies sequentially and focus on one that fits a
 j , u , r . j new situation best, study reveals how early use of computers served as T ...... . ....
 r ,.j „ In contrast, we highlight a pluralistic view. A
 a means oi validating an initial schema. Over time, , , ... . . t r 1x. ,
 £. , ° „ j , j .-1 counterintuitive insight is that the use or multiple
 insurance firms began to better understand the uses , . - ° . , ,
 , . . , . . , , . analogies from different sources may be both more
 of computer technology. This, in turn, lowered the rr. . ° . , rr .. r , , ,
 . . ,. r,fJ . ... . . . . efficient and effective tor schema development
 descriptive power of the initial machine analogy, as r . , , . „ . .,
 . , r r . , . , . than the use of single analogies. One reason is that
 evidenced by the decreasing frequency and mcreas- ^ yalue q{ me ^ can bg difficuk tQ assesg ^
 mg generalization of the categories and relations isolation. studies on collective decision making have
 supporting it. Simultaneously, it strengthened the shown that havi more ^ one alternative helps
 previously unrealized brain analogy, as evidenced executives determine each alternative's benefits and
 by the increasing frequency and specificity of the detriments (e.g., Eisenhardt, 1989; Schweiger, Sand
 categories and relations supporting it. The overall berg> & Rechner, 1989). Thus, multiple analogies
 effect of deconstruction, then, is a broadening of ]ead to the efficient debate of ideas and a deeper,
 the categories and relations in the conceptual focus relational understanding. The use of multiple anal
 of users. Yet, though it is an important process of ogies also reduces commitment to any single one of
 schema emergence, deconstruction still does not them. When organizations entertain multiple anal
 result in a new, stand-alone schema, because the ogies, they are less likely to become cognitively
 categories and relations within the conceptual fo- entrenched in any one analogy and thus can shift to
 eus still maintain ties to the preexisting schema. a new analogy (e.g., "brain") if their ongoing expe
 A final process of schema development is unit- rience does not support a particular analogy (e.g.,
 ization. As technological advancements and use of "machine"). Much psychology research on analo
 computers increased over time, the machine anal- gies misses these advantages because it puts indi
 ogy weakened; categories related to the machine viduals into controlled environments, where inter
 analogy were less frequently used and became less action with others is absent and explicit "hints" are
 connected with one another. By contrast, the cate- provided to identify unambiguous analogs. Organi
 gories related to the brain analogy were more fre- zational research misses these advantages because
 quently used and formed stronger connections with it largely focuses on the attributes and influence of
 each other. As a result, categories and relations single analogies (Gavetti et al., 2005). In other
 associated with the original brain analogy came to words, by omitting exploration of the interplay of
 constitute a distinct and single unit in memory, one multiple analogies over time, research provides a
 that had almost no ties to categories and relations of limited and fairly static view of analogical transfer,
 other schémas and was thus theoretically equiva- By contrast, in firms single analogies may be not
 lent to a novel schema (in this case, a schema for only less accurate but also less efficient for schema
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 development. For example, psychology studies ex- the analogy of computer as machine helped users
 amining whether subjects can foster the develop- quickly integrate it into the well-established exist
 ment of a schema from a single story analog find ing schema. This swift integration of "the com
 little evidence of success (Gick & Holyoak, 1983). puter," however, caused those assimilating the
 Likewise, organizational research suggests many schema to lose sight of computers' most innovative
 analogies are based on superficial features of prob- aspects. Consequently, although anchoring new
 lems (Gavetti et al., 2005), and because of this, the ideas to the familiar provides utility, organizations
 use of a single analogy may make firms likely to must overcome the threat of those ideas becoming
 overweight or overgeneralize similarities from one too deeply assimilated (Rindova & Petkova, 2007).
 context to another. The more fundamental i plica- By contrast, not anchoring new ideas to a familiar
 ti°n is that pluralism is so readily apparent in or- CQntext may be more useful tQ sustain change.
 ganizations yet is often missing from academic the- Thus> aithough the novel brain analogy provided
 ories on managerial cognition (for exceptions, see cat ies or relations with which to an_
 Kaplan [2008a, 2008bJ). Thus, many organizational , ... ... , .. , ,. ..
 , . , . .x. . , j, , j i chor it to the existing schema, it did help distm
 theorists studying cognition import individual- . , , . ° . .. , , ,
 , , , , . n. ,,, r. » n j. .. guish computers from the existing technology so
 level psychological theories without fully adjusting , . . r , . . .. y\
 ., . , ,. rr .1.1 I, .. that their unique features could gain attention later,
 them to reveal the differences at higher, collective _ , , i ,
 levels of analysis, where a diversity of views about 0ur study also shows that one way to manage
 work related issues are more the norm than the this tension at the schema level is throuSh the
 exception (Bingham & Haleblian, 2012). interplay of generalization and specification of the
 A key contribution of this study, therefore, is categories and relations that comprise a schema,
 complementing the many studies examining the Initially, the more specific categories and relations
 individual origins of collective constructs (e.g., ca- °f the machine analogy facilitated its assimilation,
 pabilities and competencies) by examining the op- By contrast, the brain analogy was too general. For
 posite, but largely overlooked, direction—how in- example, although Berkeley's (1947) presentations
 dividual-level theories (e.g., analogical transfer) to the three national insurance associations identi
 might play out differently at a collective level fied a list of potential applications, they included
 (Bingham & Eisenhardt, 2011; Bingham & Hale- no specific business process diagrams or data re
 blian, 2012). Succinctly stated, our study suggests quirements and provided very little discussion of
 models of analogical transfer from single analogies the actual application of computers to solve famil
 may allow parsimony, but they are often untrue in iar business problems. Rather, they focused on the
 the context of organizations and come at the ex- general ability of computers to "think" the way
 pense of empirical validity. humans do by isolating the various abstract func
 tions of thinking. As a result, his presentations
 Implications for Change Theory lacked the level of granularity about computer use
 that members of the associations were accustomed
 Our study contributes to change theory by em- to> presumably making his ideas harder to
 phasizing the management of paradox, the simul- understand
 taneous existence of two inconsistent states, an in- However," during the deconstructive phase, the
 creasingly important theme m work on change categories and relations of the highly assimilated
 (Eisenhardt, 2000). In the case ot emergence, the r\ , . , . , , ,
 ... lir& ... ' „ machine-related categories and relations became
 two prominent inconsistent states are familiarity . . , , . ,
 j „ . . . . . , increasingly generalized, which facilitated the dil
 and novelty. A delicate tension exists when new „ . . , , , , ,
 , i jr-i- terentiati on process and helped push them to the
 schémas are born: the new must be made familiar . , Tr , . ,
 enough to garner short-term attention, and at the periphery. In contrast, the brain-related categories
 same time, it must remain distinct to avoid longer- and relations become increasingly specified, which
 term assimilation. Our study shows that rather than helped build out the structure of the new schema,
 manage technical change by splitting familiar (ma- concurrent existence of more generalized and
 chine) and novel (brain) analogies, the insurance specific sets of categories and relations within the
 industry was aware of and utilized both. broader schema helped manage the dual states of
 The industry first appeared to manage technical familiarity and novelty found in the emergent pro
 change by anchoring new ideas to familiar work. cess. Overall, the management of change appears to
 Although anchoring new ideas in a familiar context hinge on exploiting the duality between familiar
 appears useful to start change, our study suggests it and novel in a way that captures both states,
 may be less useful in sustaining change, where thereby capitalizing on the pluralism inherent in
 accentuating the novel appears key. In particular, that duality.
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 Limitations and Future Research
 Like all research, our research has limitations
 that suggest opportunities for future research. We
 identified three distinctive processes—assimila
 tion, deconstruction, and unitization—involved in
 schema emergence and presented them in sequen
 tial order because that is how they unfolded in the
 insurance case; however, future research is needed
 to validate this order and consider the conditions
 under which it may not occur. Our research sug
 gests that assimilation, deconstruction, and unit
 ization each relates to the use of analogies. Yet it
 may be that in a different setting, analogies have
 different effects, or different cognitive mechanisms
 play a role. Finally, our study focuses on an emer
 gent schema associated with a new technology.
 This raises the question of whether our insights
 generalize beyond technology settings. We believe
 that our findings are relevant to other contexts
 characterized by complexity, unpredictability, and
 uncertainty—situations in which analogies play an
 important role. Overall, an important next step is
 submitting our emergent findings to rigorous em
 pirical validation and extension.
 Conclusions
 Our central contribution is an emergent theoret
 ical framework for schema emergence. This frame
 work begins to illuminate how a new schema can
 be made familiar but distinct from existing schémas
 through the sharing of categories and relations and
 the manipulation of their generalization and inter
 connectedness. Like existing work, our study also
 suggests that schema emergence is associated with
 the use of analogies. But, unlike much of this work,
 our study reveals a more pluralistic, dynamic view
 of analogies. A key theoretical insight of our work
 is that although individual-level concepts (e.g.,
 analogies) from psychology are often relevant at
 higher levels of analysis, they should not simply be
 applied to those higher levels on a one-to-one basis.
 Our research adjusts concepts from psychology to
 account for features that are uniquely organiza
 tional (e.g., the presence of multiple analogies).
 Overall, by exploiting the unique features of in
 depth historical analysis and considering funda
 mental organizational features, we find that schema
 emergence relates to a view of analogies that is
 more nuanced than the view that exists in the lit
 erature—a view that reveals the impact of not only
 the quantity and qualities of analogies, but also
 their temporal interchange.
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 APPENDIX A
 Most Frequent Categories over Time®
 Category  1947-54  1955-57  1958-60  1961-63  1964-66  1967-69  1970-72  1973-75  Total
 Computer  15  11  28  32  23  31  28  25  193
 Information  21  22  31  34  12  20  17  15  172
 System  9  15  25  25  17  19  27  23  160
 Program  5  23  33  24  19  18  13  13  148
 Punch card  14  31  37  24  5  7  5  5  128
 Data  12  16  13  21  9  12  15  11  109
 Card  12  28  24  17  7  8  5  2  103
 Machine  20  21  28  9  4  5  4  4  95
 Programming  10  16  23  14  7  8  7  5  90
 File  11  20  20  17  6  4  1  5  84
 Transaction  1  6  15  16  12  8  9  8  75
 Programmer  5  7  13  8  3  15  6  13  70
 Clerk  12  13  22  11  1  2  5  4  70
 Policy  8  17  16  10  7  6  4  2  70
 Tape  12  9  16  14  6  6  4  1  68
 Management  4  5  13  3  6  14  11  11  67
 Record  11  8  15  11  6  7  5  4  67
 Home office  7  10  16  4  7  9  10  3  66
 IBM 1401  0  0  2  20  11  18  7  6  64
 IBM 650  4  24  23  4  0  3  1  1  60
 Equipment  13  12  13  6  1  3  2  5  55
 Magnetic tape  10  15  9  8  3  3  4  2  54
 EDP  0  1  11  6  12  9  5  7  51
 Operation  10  11  11  11  1  3  0  4  51
 Application  2  11  13  8  2  1  4  6  47
 Commission  3  15  15  7  2  1  1  3  47
 Job  6  14  13  6  3  4  0  1  47
 Routine  8  9  7  8  3  7  2  1  45
 Conversion  0  1  13  19  5  3  0  3  44
 Computer system  0  2  5  5  8  9  6  7  42
 Report  3  6  8  5  5  9  2  4  42
 Master file  2  6  6  12  5  4  2  4  41
 Agent  3  3  2  3  7  8  11  2  39
 Policyholder  8  7  11  4  2  5  2  0  39
 Control  3  1  2  15  3  3  3  7  37
 Total articles  26  36  60  54  38  50  49  45  358
 a Each cell represents the total number of articles that used the particular category during the time period. To be included in the table,
 the category was required to appear in approximately 10 percent of the total articles from 1947 through 1975.
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 APPENDIX B
 Most Frequent Relations over Time"
 Relation  1947-54  1955-57  1958-60  1961-63  1964-66  1967-69  1970-72  1973-75  Total
 Check  10  23  18  13  4  7  9  8  92
 Punch  2  20  23  16  7  11  6  1  86
 Produce  6  8  14  15  9  7  16  8  83
 Prepare  4  14  13  14  8  8  12  9  82
 Calculate  7  17  18  10  7  3  10  6  78
 Write  8  9  14  7  6  13  4  4  65
 Process  3  9  10  7  7  5  9  9  59
 Update  0  3  13  10  7  7  9  10  59
 Sort  9  11  8  11  5  5  7  2  58
 Convert  3  11  14  13  5  4  5  3  58
 Handle  14  10  6  7  4  3  6  6  56
 Store  9  5  9  8  6  8  3  6  54
 Print  8  3  9  10  8  7  5  2  52
 Run  0  8  8  4  2  9  6  6  43
 Merge  4  13  9  7  2  3  1  2  41
 Program  4  8  11  5  2  4  2  5  41
 Verify  3  5  6  4  4  6  2  6  36
 Read  13  7  2  2  4  4  1  3  36
 Enter  3  4  2  6  4  2  8  6  35
 Develop  0  2  2  3  6  8  7  6  34
 Pass through  1  8  13  5  2  1  2  2  34
 Provide  0  1  0  1  2  9  8  13  34
 Determine  5  1  5  4  1  1  6  11  34
 Test  1  5  8  2  6  5  2  5  34
 Pull  0  7  9  5  2  3  5  2  33
 Perform  7  3  3  0  7  3  6  4  33
 Control  3  0  3  4  4  4  8  6  32
 Balance  1  4  7  9  1  6  2  0  30
 Total articles  26  36  60  54  38  50  49  45  358
 a Each cell represents the total number of articles that used the specific relation. To be included in the table, the relation was required
 to appear in approximately 8 percent of the total articles from 1947 through 1975.
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